A recent note 1 induced me to resume the classic problem (Po) and its natural generalization:
the problem is indeterminate :
8 this happens when a and y coincide. Now, if so, the same circumstance must appear when operating on the diagonal YT so that:
(iv) If a coincides with y, then (3 also coincides with 5. It is that remarkable circumstance which has seemed to me worth studying and, more generally, induced me to consider the relations between the points a, /?, y, S.
I. In the special case of problem (P 0 ), everything can be settled by the properties and, especially, the rules of composition of rotations. Let us choose as unit angle the right angle in the direct sense (the retrograde right angle being denoted by -1). The triangles aNK, and so on, being right-angled and isocèles, we have (the perimeter of our square being assumed to be described in the direct sense)
this meaning that K results from N by a direct rotation of a right angle around a, and so on. Therefore, we also have
where the rotation co 2 = /3icei is through the angle 180°, so that its center co is the midpoint of LN. Moreover, the half-turn Ô171 changes N into L and, therefore, is nothing else than /?iai. Now, the rules of composition of rotations show that co is the vertex of a right-angled isosceles triangle, the hypotenuse of which is aj8, and similarly for yd. We are here taking into account the senses of the angles, (3) j8 = co_ia, 8 = co_iy.
This gives the answers to our questions: (i) As the retrograde rotation co_!, which is through a right angle, changes a into ]8 and 7 into ô, we see that (id is perpendicular to cry and equal to ay.
(ii) The first part of this conclusion is evident on account of the fact that our problem is possible, as ce/3 and 78 are segments of the two diagonals of the square. But the question of senses deserves consideration. j8S is deduced from «7 by a rotation of -1, while bd is deduced from ac by a rotation of +1. Therefore, if we inquire whether cry is of the same sense as ac, and whether /3S is of the same sense as bd, the two questions necessarily admit of contrary answers. If the diagram is such that K, L, M, N lie on the sides of the square themselves 2 (and not on their continuations) and a, f3, y, 5 on the diagonals themselves, we can say that if the segments aa, cy overlap, the segments è/3, dô do not, and conversely.
(iii) The equality j3è~ay shows us why ô must coincide with j3 if y coincides with a.
(iv) The condition for that is that the two lines LN, KM be equal and perpendicular to each other (in other words, that the parallelogram whose vertices are the midpoints of the sides KL, LM, and so on, be a square), as the rotation a\ must change N into K and L into M.
Similarly, both products YI/3I and c*i5i give a rotation of a half-turn around the midpoint w of KM, so that
(v) The comparison of (3a) with ( II. In order to treat the case where the given quadrilateral is no longer a square, but has an arbitrary shape, we must find the laws of composition not only of rotations, but also, more generally, of similitudes in the plane. 4 When we shall speak of similitudes, it will be implicitly understood, if not otherwise specified, that we mean direct ones, in which not only the magnitudes but also the senses of the angles shall be preserved. In such a similitude, any line MN in the second figure J 7 is in a constant ratio r and makes a constant angle <£ with the corresponding one MQN 0 in the first figure Fo; this can be expressed algebraically by saying that the two complex numbers which represent MN and MQNQ are in the constant complex ratio p -re { +. If that ratio is equal to 1 (that is r = l and 0 = 0), the similitude reduces to a translation. In any other case, there is one and only one point a-which we shall call the center of similitude-such that the lines joining it to any point Mo in F 0 and to its homologue M in F are represented by imaginaries the ratio of which is p. Thus, the triangle aMoM will be similar to a fixed triangle oa Q a. Such transformations can be denoted by a^t T ) (this differs from our former notation for rotations only by the introduction of the homothety ratio r, the angle </> being still measured with the direct right angle as unit) or by <X(oa 0 a) y the relation M = «(oa 0 a)Mo meaning that the triangle aMoM is directly similar to oa^a ; oa^a can be called the characteristic triangle of the transformation. Now we have to represent the product 4 of two such similitudes So, Si with centers a, /? and complex ratios p 0 = r 0 e**°, pi -rie** 1 . If the two centers coincide at a, the answer is simple: the productsimilitude will have again a as its center, with a rotation angle #o+0i and a similitude ratio r 0 ri. If we draw the two characteristic triangles so that they have one side oa in common, the resultant characteristic triangle will consist of the two remaining sides oao, oa,\, and the connecting line a 0 ai.
The latter relation subsists in any case; but when the two centers do not coincide, we must find the center of the product-similitude SiSo*
We shall refer this general case to the first one by considering, as an intermediary, the composition of an arbitrary similitude So~a( 0 a 0 a) with a translation. The latter will not alter the rotation angle <t>o nor the similitude ratio r 0 , but there will be a new center a' such that, Mo being any point of the original figure, M its transform by the given similitude, and M' the transform of M by the translation, the triangle a'MoM' will be similar to the characteristic triangle oaod of So-Now, we immediately see that the segment aoa' connecting this new center with the original one a can be deduced from MoM', that is from the given translation, by a similitude the center of which is Mo and the characteristic triangle the same as above, only with a different order of the vertices. Conversely, if a first similitude is given, another similitude with the same rotation angle and the same homothety ratio, but another center, can be considered as the product of the first one and a translation, the direction and magnitude of which are in the relation just obtained to the direction and magnitude of the line connecting the two centers.
We master the general case by simply combining the two above results. In order to obtain the product of the similitude 5o=a ( <, <, <><*) followed by the similitude Si-& (pood (the two characteristic triangles being located so as to have the common side oa), we begin by intro-[August ducing the intermediary operation S' equipollent with Si (that is, having the same characteristic triangle) and homocentric with 5 0 . The product S'S 0 is a( 0 a oai ).
Si is deduced from S r and, therefore, SiS 0 from S'SQ by composition with a translation T, the direction and magnitude of which are determined by submitting a/3 to a rotation whose angle is equal, in magnitude and sign, to Loaa^ and changing its size in the ratio aai/ao. Now, let co be the center of the product-similitude. The translation T is the same one which corresponds to changing S'SQ into the equipollent operation SISQ. Therefore, the imaginary quantity which represents the segment aco will be given by the relation
where the complex coefficient X is
(every segment within parentheses denoting the corresponding complex quantity). In a purely geometrical and real language, the segment aco will have the magnitude |X| | T\, with (4a) | X | = aoo/aidi, and the direction making with T the angle
Now, the form of the quantity (4) (taking into account the expression of r, a complex cross ratio) or, which is equivalent, the formulae (4a), (4b) suggest a rather unexpected, but unavoidable, connection with inversion. Let a 0 , a, ai be the inverse points of a 0 , a, d\ with respect to o as pole: the tridngle aco/3 will be inversely simildr to aiaa». It can be deduced from a triangle constructed on a/3 and directly similar to a 0 aai by a symmetry with respect to the axis of a/3.
III. The case of a lozenge can be investigated, with the exception of one single result, with the help of rotations only. Let 20 and 20' s= 2 -20 be the angles of the lozenge, still measured in right angles; the points K, i, ikf, N will be deduced from N, K, L, M by successive rotations around a, /3, 7, ô, the angles of which will be alternately 20 and 20'. Therefore, formulae (la)-(ld) are to be replaced by
As the two angles of the lozenge are supplementary, we shall have
o) being again the midpoint of LN and, therefore, j8 = co ( _i, r) a, à = co e i, r) 7, so that the segments ay, /35 must have perpendicular directions (with the same circumstance as above concerning senses) and a ratio between them equal to r='tan 0=*xz/yt. The condition for indétermination is that the lines KM, LN be equal to each other and intersect at an angle equal to one of the angles of the lozenge.
The only essential difference from the above case is that the triangles wa/3, <ayô t 71-/37, ^àa ai *e n° longer isosceles. We must introduce the similitude 2) obtained by the rotation -1 around o>, combined with a homothety of ratio r, with respect to the same point as well as the analogous operation 2', one of which changes a into /3 and y into ô, the other changing /3 into y and 8 into a. It results therefrom that the midpoints C, D of cry, /Sô and the midpoints co, w of -fiTAf, iiV are the vertices of a quadrilateral (a so-called "rhomboid") with two right angles, which has CD as an axis of symmetry, the latter dividing it into two right-angled triangles similar to those into which the lozenge is divided by both its diagonals, while each of the triangles Com, Dcair is similar to one of the halves into which the lozenge is divided by a single diagonal.
IV. Let us now take the general case of an arbitrary quadrilateral q. The successive similitudes which transform N into K, and so on, have their centers at a, /3, 7, ô; their characteristic triangles can be obtained in the following way. Let 8 the diagonals xz, yt of q intersect at 0: if, from 0, we draw ok, ol f orn, on perpendicular to the sides of q, onk, okl, and so on, will be the characteristic triangles.
We see that if these four similitudes were homocentric, their product would be the identical transformation. If they had different centers, the product would, as a rule, become a translation. But, in our case, there is at least one point which finally remains unchanged, namely N: therefore, this translation must be zero and the product of the four similitudes must again be the identical transformation.
The operation S nr S" is the same as the operation 5"" 1 6"~1: it changes L into N and its characteristic triangle is oln. We can find its center, and even in two different ways, by our rule of composition. This introduces the inverse points A, /, m, n of k, l, m, n with respect to a circle having its center at o: in other words, the poles of the sides of q with respect to that circle. The connecting lines kl t lm, and so on, being the polar lines of the vertices x, y, z, t, our four inverse points are the vertices of a parallelogram.
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The triangle kin is equal to mnl; the two triangles coa/3, oyyd are directly similar to each other and inversely similar to the triangle kin. Therefore, the segments ay, /3ô are in the ratio kl/kn t which is equal to xz/yt (denoting by x, y, z, t the inverse points of x, y, z, t)
As to the angle between these segments, it is, as is evident a priori, the angle between the diagonals of q. We can see, at least when q is assumed to be convex, 7 that the question of senses is to be answered as previously: for, in that case, the angle Lnkl is supplementary to Zxoy.
The product SS'" is the same as S'-1 *?"-1 : its characteristic triangle is okm; its center T is such that each of the triangles irpy, wöa is inversely similar to nkm.
The product of the similitude 2=co( mn f) followed by 2'=7r (n ft m) transforms a into 7, and the product of the same factors with reversal of the order changes /? into d. Each of them is a half-turn, as is seen by assembling the triangle mnl with a triangle mln' equal to nkm, so that their centers will be the midpoints C, D of ay, /3ô. 6 In the case of a lozenge, klznn would be a rectangle, which is decomposed by both its diagonals into four triangles, similar two by two to one-half of the lozenge.
1 This condition is not satisfied in the problem which is the object of the article in Mathematicae Notae, in which q is formed by four consecutive sides of a regular polygon or their prolongations: such a quadrilateral is, of course, concave, except for a square or a regular pentagon. At least, matters are such if the sides are taken in their original order, which is not necessary (see footnote 9).
The relations of these centers with «, TT are given by our rule of composition ; having transferred the triangle nkm into a position mln' adjacent to mln along ml (see the figure) , the triangle CW must be inversely similar to the triangle \vv' the vertices of which are the inverse points of /, n, n' with respect to m, that is, as is easily seen, to the triangle formed by kn and the two diagonals of the parallelogram klmn. We shall see, in the same way, that the midpoint D of j35 forms with co, ir a triangle inversely similar to the one the sides of which are kl and the two diagonals, so that the points C, D, o), flare on the same circle and divide it harmonically. The point /of intersection of the diagonals XZ, YT also belongs to that circumference.
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When q is itself a parallelogram, the condition for the coincidence of a with 7 can be easily found and proves to be the same as that which implies the coincidence of @ with Ô ; for in this case the similitude S" will be the same as S, whence it immediately follows that the segments KM, LN must intersect at the same angle and be in the same ratio as the sides of the given parallelogram; in other words, the midpoints of KL, LM, and so on, must be the vertices of a parallelogram similar to q.
In the general case the question is more complicated. The fact that klmn is a parallelogram is again essentially needed for its solution. Let old, omn be two triangles assumed, for simplicity's sake, to bç entirely exterior to each other except for the common vertex o. Let us consider the replacement of the second triangle omn by any (directly) similar one omitii having still a vertex at o, the other triangle okl remaining fixed. Among the transformations of this kind, there is precisely one such that the inverse points of the four vertices with respect to the pole o, taken in their due order, form a parallelogram; when this condition is satisfied, we can say that we have the reduced form of the diagram. In the case alluded to in footnote 5, the triangles onk, okl, olm, omn can be obtained by considering any segment ox parallel to the common direction of the diagonals of q and drawing from x parallels to the four sides of the polygonal line; ok, ol, om, on will be perpendiculars dropped from 0 on the lines thus drawn. The inverse points k, 1, m, n will all lie on one straight line perpendicular to ox, so that w will be the intersection between «0 and yô, w the intersection of (3y and 5a. Then CDcar will be a straight line, divided harmonically by the two diagonals. As to the ratio pb/cty*=*kl/kn, it is easy to see that it will be equal to xz/yU In the contrary case, let the original diagram oklmn be arbitrary. Applying a transformation of the aforesaid kind which changes m,n into mi, nu let us consider the two intermediate triangles olm, onk, which are changed into olnii, on\k. On the basis /mi, we can construct a triangle ImxOx directly similar to Into and, on the basis tiik, the triangle ttikoi directly similar to nko; in general, the two new vertices 0i, o{ will be different. They will coincide if the original diagram is a reduced one.
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NEW YORK CITY 9 The problem would require further investigation because there is no reason not to consider the complete quadrilateral formed by the sides of q and, therefore, we ought to apply the present considerations to three diagonals instead of two.
